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Science Objective Summary and Science Weekly Debrief  

Science Objective Summary 

DOY 286–293: NavCam 1 will collect ~9 images per day (riding along with OpNavs) to monitor 

particles in the Bennu environment. Pre-TAG degradation checkout of StowCam and NavCam2 

on DOY 288.  

Science Weekly Debrief 

For slides and the WebEx recording on ODOCS, click here then follow the path: Folders \ 

Documents and Drawings \ OSIRIS-REx Bennu Proximity Operations \ Science Status \ Science 

Weekly \ 2020-10-15.  

General announcements  

TAG [Mike Nolan]  

• TAG is happening in five days(!), on Tuesday 20 October at 5:50 PM Eastern. Due to the 

delay, we will see it at about 6:12 PM Eastern. 

• NASA Live will be streaming with interviews and play-by-play starting at 5:00 PM 

Eastern. A clean feed of the MSA will run on NASA’s media channel. An animation of 

the downlink will be playing on asteroidmission.org starting at 1:30 PM Eastern.  

• Mike Nolan will send a Zoom invitation for a science team get-together during the event.  

Publications [Cat Wolner]  

• Team members should use the new AstroRepo repository for depositing geochemical and 

petrologic data from meteorites and samples. 

• The publication guide has been updated (latest version: 2.5) with a dedicated section on 

data availability that provides context underlying the boilerplate data availability 

statements, with regard to, e.g., journal expectations for data deposition, repositories, and 

data citation. 

• PI Office review of manuscripts will continue to be slow through stow. 

• A publicly accessible mission bibliography is available at 

asteroidmission.org/publications. 

• The publications wiki page will be migrated into Confluence (the same platform as the 

Sample Analysis Plan) after the completion of asteroid operations. 

• The Science/Science Advances special collection of six papers was published last week 

and generated good media and public interest going into TAG. 

• See the slides for recently added, accepted, and published papers.  

 

Modeling the Bennuids meteor stream – Robert Melikyan  

https://soedms.as.arizona.edu/oldLogin.aspx?t=6c2d9ce4ed04411697fb2632faec5445
https://www.lpi.usra.edu/planetary_news/2020/09/18/astromaterials-data-repository-astrorepo-is-now-online/
https://www.asteroidmission.org/publications/


From the observations of particles ejected from Bennu, about 30% (2500 grams per year) are 

thought to escape onto their own Bennu-like orbits. Robert and colleagues modeled the flux 

stream of such particles (Bennuid meteors) to Earth in the time range 1780–2200. The simulation 

included 1.84 million particles, which is at the upper limit of realistic production during this 

timeframe. Particles on Bennu-like orbits were found to circularize very quickly (~100 years), 

albeit faster for continuous ejection than for discrete ejection events. Only 654 of the 1.84 

million modeled particles intersect with Earth.  

Bennuid meteor activity is predicted to increase next century, going from ~1 particle (2080–

2140) to ~15 particles (2140–2200) per year. A moderate meteor “storm” (highest flux; 2.808 x 

10–6 km–2 hr–1) is predicted in 2182, mainly consisting of impactors born in ~2100. This work 

highlights the question of how other near-Earth asteroids may contribute to the meteor flux at 

Earth. The CAMS network will help answer this with observational data. Modeling has begun 

for the possible stream from Apophis.  

Upcoming meetings  

We will meet next week (22 October) for an early post-TAG debrief.  

 


